Learning Subspace-Based RBFNN Using Coevolutionary Algorithm for Complex Classification Tasks.
Many real-world classification problems are characterized by samples of a complex distribution in the input space. The classification accuracy is determined by intrinsic properties of all samples in subspaces of features. This paper proposes a novel algorithm for the construction of radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) classifier based on subspace learning. In this paper, feature subspaces are obtained for every hidden node of the RBFNN during the learning process. The connection weights between the input layer and the hidden layer are adjusted to produce various subspaces with dominative features for different hidden nodes. The network structure and dominative features are encoded in two subpopulations that are cooperatively coevolved using the coevolutionary algorithm to achieve a better global optimality for the estimated RBFNN. Experimental results illustrate that the proposed algorithm is able to obtain RBFNN models with both better classification accuracy and simpler network structure when compared with other learning algorithms. Thus, the proposed model provides a more flexible and efficient approach to complex classification tasks by employing the local characteristics of samples in subspaces.